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It was a great three days here 
at the THIMUN Qatar North-
western Film Festival! The event 
started with Doha’s worst sand-
storm in recent memory, but it 
ended with all the glitter and 
XWUX� WN � I� OITI� M^MVQVO� JMÅ\-
ting the nominated directors in 
I\\MVLIVKM��6QVM\MMV�ÅTU[�_MZM�
nominated in the categories of  
Best Sound, Best Poster, Best Ed-
iting, Best Cinematography, Best 

By: Lisa Martin

“And the Winners Are...” 

Story, Best National Film, Best 
Junior Film, and, of  course, Best 
Picture. There was also a People’s 
Choice Award, which was deter-
mined by the number of  votes at 
the Gala Dinner plus the num-
JMZ�WN �PQ\[�WV�\PM�ÅTU¼[�AW]<]JM�
channel.
     The Film Festival, now in its 
sixth year, is a partnership be-
tween Northwestern University 
Qatar and THIMUN Qatar. 

The goals of  the event are to pro-
mote the work of  aspiring young 
ÅTUUISMZ[��XZW^QLM�IV�WXXWZ\]-
nity to come together in Doha to 
I\\MVL�ÅTU�_WZS[PWX[�IVL�IK\Q^-
ities, and participate in the Gala 
evening. The directors of  the 
VWUQVI\ML� ÅTU[� KIUM� NZWU� I[�
close as Qatar and  as far away as 
Ecuador, Taiwan, Afghanistan, 
India, Singapore, The Neth-
erlands, and the United Arab 
Emirates. The event has grown 
in international prestige, and this 
year’s iteration attracted a wider 
[KWXM�WN �ÅTU[�\PIV�QV�XI[\�aMIZ[�

The Gala Dinner and Awards 
Ceremony were organized by 
the THIMUN Qatar Film Festi-
val Executive Team, led by Presi-
dent Mohammed Al Malek. The 
students were responsible for 
planning the events, workshops, 
and associated activities during 
the three day event.
To see all of  the Film Festival 
award winners, click the follow-
ing link: http://thimunqatar-
press.org/and-the-winners-are/.

The THIMUN Qatar-Afghan-
Q[\IV� QVQ\QI\Q^M� Q[� VW_� QV� Q\[� ÅN\P�
UWV\P�� <PM� Å^M� LMTMOI\M[� _PW�
traveled to Doha in February are 
now well into their club activi-
ties, having taken the complete 
journey from novice delegates to 
experienced club volunteers. For 
those unfamiliar with the initia-
tive, a little background is in or-
der.

Students in Kabul worked on-

By: Lisa Martin line with oth-
er delegates 
from Qatar 
and around 
the world.
The idea of  
a collabora-
tive project 
was born out 
of  informal 
conversations 
at the Qatar Leadership Con-
ference. Like all good QLC ini-
tiatives, it started as a ‘what if ’ 

conversation, and by the time 
the Head of  THIMUN Qatar, 
Lisa Martin, and UN Habitat’s 

General Assembly: Saturday, 

April 18th, 2015 at 13:00 UTC

http://onlinemodelunitedna-

tions.org/event/general-as-

sembly-debate

Topic: Question of Iran’s Right to 

Nuclear Power

O-Model United Nations 
Calendar: April

Model United Nations 
Conference Calendar

ECOSOC: Saturday, 

April 25th, 2015 at 16:00 UTC

http://onlinemodelunitednations.

org/event/ecosoc-debate

Topic: Question of Organizing and 

Financing Major Sports Events in 

Relation to Socioeconomic Growth 

for All

Full Circle: THIMUN club launched in Kabul

THIMUN Qatar Northwestern Film Festival Recap
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As the office transitions into Film Festival mode, the MUN store-
room is finally organized, and the QLC venue is fully booked, I 
believe it is time to add my own personal reflection on the confer-
ence that was THIMUN Qatar 2015. With hardly a moment’s 
downtime since Mike Lee, PGA of the conference, brought 
down the final gavel and the skateboarding divas made an ap-
pearance in Education City during Cultural Night, it 
has been hard to catch my breath and think too deeply 
about the amazing events that transpired the first week 
of February. I seem to keep coming back to words like 
‘magical’ to describe this event. So I’m going to try and 
capture the magic, before it fades too far away.
First, a small disclaimer. One day, when my MUN days 
are behind me, I will write a book on the ‘behind the 
scenes’ drama that takes place at a big conference like 
THIMUN Qatar. Yes, it was there, causing stressful 
moments, fearful moments, and downright anger.  The 
pulling of the HRC issue on Baluchistan was the public 
drama, but there were behind-the-scenes dramas too. 
But these account for a tiny fraction of my THIMUN 
Qatar experience. Some day, I WILL write this book, and it will 
be a good one!

But this year, a group of five THIMUN Qatar 2015 delegates 
started the first THIMUN club in Afghanistan. And the events 
that made THIMUN Qatar so special were epitomized by 22 
Afghan delegates and their five teachers, getting their first orien-

Before the Memory Fades…
0\�5HÁHFWLRQ�RQ�74����

tation to MUN on a cold afternoon in Kabul, seemingly worlds 
away from the state-of-the-art Qatar National Conven-
tion Center. Anyone who seriously loves MUN will un-
derstand that in fact these are just two sides of the same 
coin. It’s about power and connection: feeling empow-
ered and knowing there is strength in collaboration. The 
THIMUN philosophy epitomizes this. THIMUN Qa-
tar’s delegates, student officers, ADMIN, Press, IT, and 
Executive team prove time and again that this isn’t some 
abstract theory. Read the THIMUN Qatar blog from 
these past weeks, and you will understand.

Here are some of my magical moments at THIMUN 
Qatar 2015:

Qatar Foundation’s HR Department: SHOUT OUT 
to the guys that got everyone their visas…the last one secured as 
he was on his way to the airport the day before the conference. 
That’s a 100% success rate, folks!! If  you got a visa through our 
office, it is time to give thanks where thanks are due! Thank you, 
Mr. Al Suwaidi and Mr. Salem Al-Marri, for making dreams 

come true.

Opening Ceremonies: The color! The pageantry! Angelika 
Kuster’s artful hand and Head of Admin Maisha Loveday’s at-
tention to detail resulted in our largest Parade of Nations ever, 
and it was impressive. And in case that wasn’t enough, it was 

By: Lisa Martin, Head of  THIMUN Qatar

Continued on page 3
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quickly followed by a moving keynote by Peter Dalglish, an in-

credible performance by the American School Band and Choir 

(who sang an utterly amazing 

rendition of Famine Song), 

and the Shell representative 

making his opening remarks 

and giving a shout out to his 

own daughter, a MUN dele-

gate in the crowd.

          

Osama Ghani: Osama and 

I have taken quite the MUN 

journey together. That’s an-

other blog post, but I was 

very proud to see my Sec-

retary-General 

making his very 

moving opening 

speech. I just wish 

that I had the opportunity to meet his parents!

The Secretariat: Boring. No Story. No drama. No 

stress. No mess. And for the record, I DO consider 

this a magical moment. I love you guys! Thanks for 

keeping the conference humming quietly along in 

spite of the broken copy machine, which leads me 

to….

Photocopying Angels: Abhay and Bonaficio, who 

stayed up half the night at Qatar Academy and got 

all the resolutions printed on time. While this certain-

ly was not magical for our IT coordinator and QA 

photocopying technician, it WAS like magic 

to see those thousands of pages of resolutions 

sitting at the door of the office early Thursday 

morning.

Arabic Committee: This was a THIMUN 

Qatar first, and though it was a challenge to 

bring to 

fruition, it 

ultimate-

ly showed 

the true 

potential 

of Arabic 

language 

M U N . 

Each and 

every dele-

gate in that 

committee should be proud for 

making history. I certainly was 

very proud of them. A very 

special hat tip to TQ’s Arabic Consultant, Nabilla Elassar, who 

made this committee happen.

Director’s Training Institute: Seeing a room full of teachers act-

ing as delegates acting as students is great. KFC from Best Dele-

gate did a great job in helping teach MUN to teachers who were 

interested in gaining a deeper understanding of the MUN pro-

gram. They had an awesome debate on drone technology the 

following day. We will definitely be holding this again next year! It 

was a great success.

 

Continued on page 5
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of  mission in Afghanistan, 
Peter Dalsligh were done, 
the idea of  a travel team to 
Qatar had been formulated. 
For three months, students 
from Qatar and around the 
_WZTL�UMV\WZML�\PM�Å^M�)N-
ghan Delegates, (as well as 
a larger group of  students 
in Dalglish’s ‘Super En-
glish’ class). These students 
worked together via skype, 

Blackboard Collaborate and Facebook to prep and train one another. 
<PM�/IVO�WN �.Q^M��I[�\PMa�_MZM�IٺMK\QWVI\MTa�KITTML�Ja�\PM�WZOIVQbMZ[��
arrived in Doha not only bursting with enthusiasm, but armed with 
policy statements, opening speeches and resolutions.
Some of  the Afghan students entering the UN Habitat compound 
_PMZM�\PMa�PMTL�\PMQZ�ÅZ[\�5=6�[M[[QWV[�^QI�*TIKSJWIZL�+WTTIJWZI\M�

THIMUN Qatar-Doha
The Afghan del-
egates participat-
ed successfully 
in their commit-
tee. They also 
took the confer-
ence by storm, 
making friends, 
holding press 
c o n f e r e n c e s , 
networking with 

students from around the 
world and in one special 
case, becoming very close 
with the John Burroughs 
;KPWWT� NZWU� 5Q[[W]ZQ��
USA. The two delegations 
played tourist together, vis-
Q\QVO� \PM� 1[TIUQK� )Z\� 5]-
seum, the souk, and even 

taking a very special 
Dhow ride. The Afghan 
students also visited the 
American School of  Do-
ha’s Sport’s Day, were in-
vited to an old fashioned 
BBQ, and went to the 
mall and the movies.

At the cultural night the 
last evening of  the con-
ference, the delegates 
wowed their friends with 
some skateboarding, 
M^MV� MV\QKQVO�4Q[I�5IZ-
tin onto a board for a few 
brief  seconds.

1\�KW]TL�PI^M�MVLML�\PMZM��*]\�I[�_M�SVW_��WVKM�\PM�5=6�[MML�Q[�
planted, it is often quick to take root, and so the Gang of  Five headed 
back to Kabul, armed with ideas and new-found knowledge and expe-
rience. If  the trip to Doha seemed rather miraculous, what happened 
next was even more so.

THIMUN in Afghanistan
7V�I�KWTL�LIa�QV�MIZTa�5IZKP��\PM�ÅZ[\�<015=6�UMM\QVO�_I[�PMTL�QV�
)NOPIVQ[\IV��<PM�5=6�VW^QKM�LMTMOI\M[�\]ZVML�5=6�KT]J�TMILMZ[�
welcomed 22 students into their opening club session: 11 girls and 11 
boys, a remarkable feat in a country where girls are extremely under-
ZMXZM[MV\ML�QV�ML]KI\QWVIT�XZWOZIU[��)�¹?PI\�Q[�5=6'º�[M[[QWV�_I[�
held, and our club leaders began to review the basics. Again, with the 
collaborative support of  their network of  students, they began to teach 
their new club members. We asked them to share their thoughts on 
the early development of  their club.

<PM�ÅZ[\�5=6�KT]J�UMM\QVO�QV�3IJ]T
We asked the Kabul 
Club leaders a few 
questions on the set 
]X�WN �\PMQZ�5=6�XZW-
gram, their goals, and 
what they hoped to see 
in the future.

Who are the students 
in the new club and 
PW_�IZM�\PMa�[MTMK\ML'

;]TIQUIV"�)TT�WN �\PM�[\]LMV\[�_PW�IZM�XIZ\QKQXI\QVO�5=6�KT]J�IZM�[M-
lected from Skateistan students-they are top students at Skateistan. For 
\PMU�5=6�_I[�[WUM\PQVO�VM_�I[�Q\�_I[�NWZ�][��5W[\�WN �\PMU�NW]VL�
Q\�ZMITTa�MٺMK\Q^M�NWZ�\PMU���I[�[WUM�WN �\PMU�[IQL��º�\PQ[�_QTT�PMTX�UM�\W�
IKPQM^M�Ua�N]\]ZM�OWIT[�º

Rahmat:  The 
students who 
are partici-
pating in the 
5=6� )N-
ghanistan club 
are all from 
LQٺMZMV\� M\P-
nicities,  but 
most of  the 
students are 
from poor families.They are studying but they are also working, but 
all of  them are creative minded children. The reaction when we select 
them for the class was that they couldn’t even believe that they will 
JM�QVKT]LML�QV�\PQ[�XZWRMK\�JMKI][M��<PMZM�IZM�^MZa�NM_�WZOIVQbI\QWV[�
_PQKP�IZM�XZW^QLQVO�QV\MZVI\QWVIT�WXXWZ\]VQ\a�IVL�5=6�Q[�\PI\�SQVL�
project; they all were so excited and the good thing that we found from 
their enthusiasm was their hard work in the class to make the most of  
the opportunity.

?I[�Q\�PIZL�NWZ�[\]LMV\[�I\�ÅZ[\'

;]TIQUIV�)\�ÅZ[\�Q\�_I[�PIZL�NWZ�[\]LMV\[�\W�\ITS�IVL�\ISM�XIZ\�QV�KTI[[�
IK\Q^Q\QM[�IVL�IN\MZ�\PM�[MKWVL�[M[[QWV�_M�[I_�I�JQO�LQٺMZMVKM�QV�\PMQZ�
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TQ-Afghanistan ‘Press 

Conference’: A lot of tears 

were shed in Room 102 as 

the delegation representing 

Djibouti shared their Kabul 

to Doha journey, supported 

by their friends and online 

collaborators who stood 

behind them, literally and 

metaphorically, every step 

of the way. For many, this 

was the most emotional mo-

ment of THIMUN Qatar, making the day’s MUN meeting in Kabul 

today even more special. This delegation touched people’s hearts and 

brought the conference together as a community.

My mom: Yes, my mother attended her first MUN conference. She 

came all the way from California for the event. I understand that she 

spoke to at least half  of the THIMUN Qatar crowd. That’s what half  

the THIMUN Qatar crowd 

tells me. it was great to have 

her here!

Closing Ceremonies: Too 

many wonderful moments 

here, but having the Afghan 

Delegation on the stage with 

their ambassador to Doha 

was as amazing as DSG 

Shahd’s closing speech. Both 

were very inspiring and mov-

ing.

  

Cultural Night: I got on a skateboard. YES! I did, kindly helped by 

Skateistan’s Talia Kaufmann. My daughter got some skateboarding 

lessons from Mursal and Madina. (Thanks to Beruk for bringing the 

extra board!) The John Burroughs students got ‘hennaed’ (not a real 

word), and some Pales-

tinian delegates from the 

special O-MUN delega-

tion shared their culture 

in an impressive display 

of folkloric dancing. 

Tariq arranged for the 

falcon, and lots of good 

music and hot tea were 

enjoyed by all at the heart 

of Education City. It was 

a good, good night.

There is another book that I want to write, but that is the one I will car-

ry in my heart and cherish for as long as I live...the private and not-so-

private stories of transformation and empowerment that THIMUN 

Qatar has brought to individuals. If  you have made it this far and are 

nodding in agreement, you will know I am speaking to you! Whether 

through Facebook or Blackboard Collaborate, via email or Whatsapp, 

via face-to-face interactions at the reflection pool, or in the TQ office 

surrounded by enthusiastic students, this impact is what gives mean-

ing to my THIMUN Qatar memories. It’s not just delegates who are 

grateful for being part of THIMUN Qatar 2015. I am very VERY 

grateful too.

Continued from Page 3 Continued from Page 4
IJQTQ\QM[�I[�\PMa�_MZM�UWZM�KWVÅLMV\�IVL�\PMa�[\IZ\ML�LZMIUQVO�
of  becoming leaders.

How did you see them change?

Rahmat: They all are trying to achieve the opportunity so they 

ITT�IZM�\ZaQVO��)\�ÅZ[\�\PMa�_MZM�I�JQ\�[Pa�J]\�VW_�\PMa�ITT�\ZaQVO�
to take part in the class, and are all trying to be the best and to 

be the top of  the class.

What are the goals of  the club?

Rahmat: The ultimate goal of  the club is to make a place for 

the club as an organization where we would be able to hold 

IV�5=6�KWVNMZMVKM[��ÅTU�NM[\Q^IT�IVL�4MILMZ[PQX�KWVNMZMVKM[�
inside the country and to invite worldwide students to Afghani-

stan. The objectives are

     1) First we need to start the program in one or two schools. 

     2) Send some of  the students to THIMUN Qatar festivals.

     3)Make a core of  MUN specialists.

   4)Find some people to help us to make a separate place for 

the project.

;]TIQUIV"�7]Z�OWIT�Q[�\W�UISM�\PQ[�KT]J�_QLMZ�QV�3IJ]T�ÅZ[\�IVL�
then in the provinces. So overall our goal is to promote it to an 

organization like Thimun Qatar. It is only possible to work hard 

and get support of  some governmental and non governmental 

NGOs to help us 

develop our pro-

gram.

The THIMUN 

9I\IZ� WٻKM�
is thrilled to 

be supporting 

these young del-

e g a t e - t u r n e d 

leaders, and look 

forward to future 

participation by 

Afghan students 

in our programs.

+T]J� 4MILMZ��
Rahmat, meet-

ing up with 

Alain Meding-

er, Co-Chair of  

the THIMUN 

Fo u n d a t i o n , 

at the recent 

THIMUN Qatar North-

western Film Festival. 

:IPUI\¼[� ÅTU�� )NOPIV�
Children, was nominated 

in the category of  Best 

Sound.
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By Kari Grau
O-MUN Community Development Of-
ÅKMZ

     Kari has seen some challenges as O-MUN 
moves away from regional debates and to-
wards committee debates. How can one 
reach out to a community in the midst of  
change? Kari sheds some insight on the mat-
ter in her blog piece.

�����*MQVO�+WUU]VQ\a�,M^MTWXUMV\�7ٻKMZ�
for O-MUN, I have seen the expansions of  
THIMUN O-MUN and the challenges we 
have had to overcome as a whole. We have 
grown to reach youth all over the world, cre-
ating change and impact in the Model Unit-
ed Nations community. By bringing people all 
IZW]VL�\PM�_WZTL�_Q\P�LQٺMZMV\�JIKSOZW]VL[�
and cultures to the online debates, O-MUN 
truly educates all who are involved, espe-
cially myself. However, it seemed the system 
we were using as a leadership team was not 
ready for all the delegates we obtained in such 
a short time. 
     In the month of  February, O-MUN’s 
TMILMZ[PQX� \MIU� _WZSML� \WOM\PMZ� \W� QUXTM-
ment many changes to the program to better 
serve our delegates. The current system was 
VW\�_WZSQVO��IVL�\PMZM�_MZM�UIVa�[\Z]OOTM[�
from a leadership standpoint in order to en-
sure debate quality and consistency through-
out the previous months. O-MUN constantly 
strives to put out the highest quality debate 
opportunities to our delegates, but recently 
that standard was starting to slip. That is why 
we are reshaping our program with a greater 
focus on high-quality, high-caliber, and reli-
able debate opportunities, while still holding 
true to all the principles and fundamentals the 
O-MUN community was founded on.
     Since February, as a team and community, 
_M�PI^M�JMMV�_WZSQVO�W]Z�PIZLM[\�\W�XZM[MV\�
higher quality debates for all our delegates. 
As CDO, I have had to alter my position to 
become more in touch with all our delegates, 
and I couldn't be happier by our changes. By 
getting in touch with our audience, we have 
learned more about their stories and ideas for 
O-MUN. This changes our lives and helps us 
adapt and reformat the amazing and unique 
XZWOZIU�\PI\�Q[�7�5=6��)[�_M�\ISM�WV�VM_�
IL^IVKMUMV\[��_M�ITT�_WZS�\W�KZMI\M�KPIVOM�
NWZ�MY]ITQ\a�IVL�JZMIS�\PM�JW]VLIZQM[�WN �QV-
ternational borders. We continue to grow and 
learn as a community and as a family of  del-
egates around the world.

Reaching a 
Changing 

Community Fellow delegates and respected guests,
     The start of our MUN stories may all seem 
different, but each of them ultimately boil down to 
the same conclusion: MUN changed my life, your 
life, and pretty much every MUNer’s life.
     As cliche as this may sound, I want to emphasize 
how much MUN impacted my life. It has indeed 
JMMV�I�ZMUIZSIJTM�RW]ZVMa��IVL�1�_IV\�\W�\PIVS�
everyone involved in my MUN career for it.
����1�R]UXML�WV�\PM�5=6�JIVL_IOWV�_PMV�1�
was in 7th grade. At the time, I had no idea what 
MUN was; in fact, I thought it would be some 
sort of a club that would teach me about Chinese 
K]T\]ZM�JMKI][M�5=6�[W]VLML� TQSM�UWWV��IVL�
it was around the time of Chinese Lunar Festival 
holidays when I first heard this word. (Trust me, 
\PQ[�Q[V¼\�I�RWSM��
     Anyways, my friend offered me a bag of french 
fries under the condition of me accompanying her 
to the first MUN meeting. I gladly agreed; I mean, who wouldn’t say yes to free fries? 
After a long hour of listening to information that was barely comprehendible, I signed myself  up as the 
delegate of the Philippines in the Human Rights Council.
�����<PQ[�Q[�PW_�Ua�5=6�RW]ZVMa�JMOIV"�I�XZM\\a�QZWVQK�[\IZ\�\W�[WUM\PQVO�\PI\�M̂ MV\]ITTa�\WWS�WV�[]KP�
a large role in my life.
�����1V�\PM�[MKWVL�aMIZ�WN�Ua�5=6�RW]ZVMa��1�ZMKMQ̂ ML�\PM�WXXWZ\]VQ\a�\W�I\\MVL�Ua�̂ MZa�NQZ[\�QV\MZVI\QWVIT�
KWVNMZMVKM�QV�;QVOIXWZM��5A�5=67.;�1>�KWVNMZMVKM��<PQ[�_I[�_PMV�1�\Z]Ta�OW\�\W�SVW_�IJW]\�5=6�
I[�_MTT�I[�_PMV�1�NQZ[\�MVKW]V\MZML�\PM�RZ7�5=6�XZWOZIU�IVL�UM\�5[��4Q[I�5IZ\QV�
)\�\PQ[�\QUM��RZ7�5=6�_I[�NIQZTa�VM_��IVL�1��ITWVO�_Q\P�W\PMZ�NZQMVL[�NZWU�<IQXMQ�)UMZQKIV�;KPWWT��
_I[�OQ̂ MV�\PM�XZQ̂ QTMOM�\W�I\\MVL�WVM�WN�\PM�̂ MZa�NQZ[\�RZ7�5=6�LMJI\M[�QV�XZMXIZI\QWV�NWZ�W]Z�5A�5=-
67.;�1>�KWVNMZMVKM��<PM�M̀ XMZQMVKM�_I[�[QUXTa�M̀ \ZIWZLQVIZa��<PQ[�_I[�I�OZW]VL�JZMISQVO�UWUMV\�
when I realized that my classmates and I could instantly connect to students in a completely different 
location, a completely different time zone, with a completely different culture. We were no longer confined 
under the physical limitations that we couldn’t teleport to another location in a split second for a debate; 
all we needed was a stable WiFi connection and a computer with a built-in microphone, which, in fact, 
wasn’t so hard to achieve compared to all the other limitations of physical conferences that we had pre-
viously faced.
�����RZ7�5=6�LMNQVQ\MTa�PMTXML�UM�XZMXIZM�NWZ�\PM�]XKWUQVO�KWVNMZMVKM�IVL�UILM�Q\�I�[]KKM[[N]T�WVM�
overall. But there was more to it: it continued to bother me with monthly debate advertisements, and by 
\PM�[\IZ\�WN�Ua� \P�OZILM�[]UUMZ��1�_I[�ITT�QV�_Q\P�RZ7�5=6��KZÎ QVO�NWZ�UWZM�IVL�UWZM�LMJI\M[�\W�
happen.
�����)[�1�[\MXXML�QV\W�PQOP�[KPWWT��1�_I[�NWZKML�\W�[Ia�ILQM]�\W�Ua�JMTŴ ML�RZ7�5=6�XZWOZIU��J]\�NWZ\]-
VI\MTa�1�_I[�_MTKWUML�Ja�\PM�7�5=6�KWUU]VQ\a��1�_I[�PIXXa�\PI\�Ua�OZIL]I\QWV�WN�RZ7�5=6�PIL�
led me to O-MUN community, which was a lot bigger and more diverse. Plus, O-MUN hosted more 
\PIV�R][\�WVM�LMJI\M�PIXXMVQVO�XMZ�UWV\P�IVL�MV\MZ\IQVML�UM�_Q\P�LMJI\M[�ZIVOQVO�ITT�\PM�_Ia�NZWU�
national to global debates.
������;QVKM�\PMV��Ua�7�5=6�RW]ZVMa�PI[�JMMV�NQTTML�_Q\P�LQ̂ MZ[Q\a�IVL�RWa��[\IZ\QVO�NZWU�RWQVQVO�\PM�LMJI\M[�
I[�I�LMTMOI\M��ITT�\PM�_Ia�\W�[MẐ QVO�I[�,MX]\a�;MKZM\IZa�/MVMZIT�NWZ�RZ7�5=6�IVL�UMM\QVO�7�5=6MZ[�
in real life through the O-MUN travel team to THIMUN Hague.
O-MUN has helped me open up many different doors in my MUN career through many different mea-
[]ZM[��1\�PI[�PMTXML�UM�J]QTL�[SQTT[�I[�I�LMTMOI\M�IVL�I[�I�+PIQZ�Ja�TM\\QVO�UM�M̀ XMZQMVKM�LQNNMZMV\�XW[Q\QWV[�
quite frequently. O-MUN also allowed me to build my MUN experiences, which eventually built me up 
to leadership positions in face-to-face conferences.
������*]\�M̂ MV�W]\[QLM�\PM�JW]VLIZQM[�WN�5=6��7�5=6�PI[�TM\�UM�J]QTL�IVL�SMMX�̂ IT]IJTM�ZMTI\QWV[PQX[�
with many. Although the people may technically be virtual, I was surprised how instantly I was able to 
connect and become friends with my fellow O-MUNers from my recent trip to The Hague.
     O-MUN is definitely an amazing platform that provides so many opportunities and advantages to 
anyone. O-MUN inspired me in many different ways, and it will never cease to do so!

MUNspiration
By: Jane Lee
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)1;5=6�QV�+IQZW�Q[�WVM�WN �\PM�WTLM[\�<015=6�IٻTQI\ML�KWVNMZMVKM[�QV�
\PM�5QLLTM�-I[\��<PM�5=6QÅKI\QWV�XZM[[�\MIU�I\�)UMZQKIV�1V\MZVI\QWVIT�
;KPWWT�� TML�Ja�5ITIS�;MSITa�IVL�;IZI�-TUM[[QZa��OQ^M[�][� \PQ[� ZMKIX�WN �
AISMUN 2015.

     This is now the 25th consecutive year that students will proudly 

add ‘attending AISMUN’ on their list of  high school memories. 

The Ameri-

can Interna-

tional School 

of  Egypt 

establ ished 

AISMUN in 

1991; since 

then, it has 

grown to be 

the largest 

student-led 

organization 

in AIS, as 

well as one of  

the most respected conferences in Egypt and the Middle East. 

Model United Nations is much more than an extracurricular 

activity people participate in for the mere purpose of  having a 

more impressive college application; MUN is a lifetime experi-

ence that truly does develop valuable skills. AISMUN’s essential 

purpose is to give high school students a glimpse of  the real 

world. We here at AIS strive to create high school graduates 

who are critical thinkers and visionaries.

     Christopher Hitchens once said, “The essence of  the inde-

pendent mind lies not in what it thinks, but in how it thinks.” 

<PQ[�Q[�M`IK\Ta�_PI\�)1;5=6�WٺMZ[�Q\[�XIZ\QKQXIV\["�I�KPIVKM�
to think outside of  the box of  conformity and conventionality. 

With eight wonderful forums, a well-organized Secretariat, and 

IV�I[\WVQ[PQVO�UMLQI�\MIU��)1;5=6�WٺMZ[�IV�M`XMZQMVKM�\PI\�
people cherish. I can undoubtedly speak for almost everyone 

who’s attended AISMUN before and say that it’s truly one of  

\PM�JM[\�M`XMZQMVKM[�PQOP�[KPWWT�PI[�\W�WٺMZ�

     The theme of  AISMUN this year was liberty, independence, 

and the transfer of  powers within nations, and our slogan was 

Spreading the Wings of  Freedom. All forums collectively chose 

to discuss topics and issues that coincided with the theme and 

emulated the slogan. With issues ranging from the GA’s “Rise of  

violent actions against Islam and Arabs” to the discussion of  the 

=SZIQVM�KWVÆQK\�QV�\PM�;MK]ZQ\a�+W]VKQT��)1;5=6�\Z]Ta�PIL�
much to 

WٺMZ�
     The 

S e c r e -

tary-Gen-

eral and 

everyone 

participat-

ing in this 

AISMUN 

conference 

sought pos-

sible solu-

tions to 

the wide 

range of  

issues at 

hand. For 

years now, 

AISMUN 

has been 

a THI-

MUN-af-

f i l i a t e d 

M U N 

c o n f e r -

e n c e . 

Undoubtedly, this is something everyone at AIS takes pride 

in. There are countless prestigious conferences around the 

_WZTL�\PI\�IZM�IٻTQI\ML�_Q\P�<015=6��[]KP�I[�*MZTQV�5=6��
Rome International MUN, and St. Andrews MUN. Keeping 

AISMUN amongst such respected conferences is something 

_M�[\ZQ^M�\W�UIQV\IQV��<PMZM�IZM�UIVa�OZMI\�JMVMÅ\[�\W�JMQVO�
I�<015=6�IٻTQI\ML�KWVNMZMVKM��.QZ[\Ta��I[[Q[\IVKM�Q[�WٺMZML�
NZWU� \PM� <015=6� WٻKM� QV� \PM� [M\\QVO� ]X� IVL� WZOIVQbQVO�
process. Also, it provides accreditation from the world’s fore-

most international Model United Nations organizations. And 

it provides the opportunity of  sharing knowledge between great 

minds of  both teachers and students.

     One might wonder what the purpose of  MUN is. There 

IZM�QVV]UMZIJTM�JMVMÅ\[��8IOM[�IVL�XIOM[�KW]TLV¼\�LW�R][\QKM�\W�
\PM�M`\MV\�\W�_PQKP�5=6�Q[�JMVMÅKQIT��5=6�XZWUW\M[�QV\MZM[\�
and support for working later for the United Nations. It also 

promotes interaction and dialogue between young people of  

LQٺMZMV\�VI\QWVITQ\QM[��K]T\]ZM[��IVL�XMZ[XMK\Q^M[��_PQKP�ITTW_[�
for wonderful exposure to people from around the world. One 

WN � \PM�UIQV�SMa[�WN � []KKM[[� Q[�ITTW_QVO� NWZ�LQٺMZMV\�XMZ[XMK-
tives to work with one another. One resolution is not the same 

I[�UIVa�ZM[WT]\QWV[�UMZOQVO�\WOM\PMZ�\W�WٺMZ�\PM�JM[\�XW[[QJTM�
[WT]\QWV[��0MVKM��5=6�\Z]Ta�LWM[�\IKSTM�\PM�[QOVQÅKIVKM�WN �\PM�
formation of  decisions based on global perspectives.

�����)VW\PMZ�OZMI\�JMVMÅ\�WN �5=6�Q[�\PI\�Q\�JZQVO[�\W�TQOP\�UIVa�
QUXWZ\IV\� Q[[]M[�IVL�KWVÆQK\[� \PI\�XMWXTM�WN\MV�VMOTMK\��<PQ[�
provides participants at AISMUN with a wider scope of  the 

_WZTL�JMaWVL�ZQOQL�\M`\JWWS[�IVL�Å`ML�Z]JZQK[��6W�IUW]V\�WN �
words can emphasize the extent to which AISMUN is an un-

forgettable experience. Not only does it develop extraordinary 

skills that people take with them outside the walls of  the forums, 

J]\�Q\�IT[W�JZQVO[�XMWXTM�WN �LQٺMZMV\�UQVL[M\[�IVL�XMZ[XMK\Q^M[�
\WOM\PMZ�IVL�WٺMZ[�\PM�KPIVKM�\W�UMZOM�[]KP�LQٺMZMV\�UQVL[M\[�
together to form outstanding solutions to prevalent issues.

     One can never put the memorable experience MUN of-

fers into words, and so it is important for everyone to attend a 

5=6�KWVNMZMVKM�IVL�_Q\VM[[�Q\�ÅZ[\PIVL��)[�,MX]\a�8ZM[QLMV\�
of  the International Court of  Justice at AISMUN, I can speak 

for myself  and for everyone else and say that I am proud to be 

a participant in the American International School of  Egypt’s 

25th Model United Nations conference.

AISMUN 2015 Recap
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As a Student 
Officer, the 
first part of  
a conference 
is always the 
most exciting. 
You get to meet 
new delegates 
who in turn 
become new 
friends. You 
get to listen to 
dialogue on 
research that 
both you and 
your delegates 
have done. But most importantly, you learn how to make an impact 
on your community, and that is what makes the MUN community 
such a great one to be a part of. However, at the same time, the issue of  
formatting always seems to come up. During my time as a The Hague 
International Model United Nations (THIMUN) Chair, formatting 
mistakes were constant issues. Of course, it is not completely the fault 
of delegates – more often than not, they do not know any better. This 
article is intended to explain the importance of formatting and provide 
tips for the essential parts of organizing a resolution. It will serve as a 
general overview of more thorough formatting resolution formatting. 
Here are four key points to consider:

1. Know the format required and why it is required.
As a Chair at a conference using THIMUN Procedure, you should 
be familiar with the THIMUN Educational site, where you can find 
the THIMUN Resolution format. You’ll find all the guidelines and a 
sample resolution along with Preambulatory and Operative Clause 
terms you can use (this will include Advisory Panel- and Security 
Council-specific terms as well). You can find an example of a correctly 
formatted resolution and the same guidelines at the Malaysian Model 
United Nations site as well.
Correct formatting is essential for two reasons. First, it shows that you 
adhere to a standard that THIMUN or the conference you are attend-
ing wishes to uphold. Second, correct formatting should make reading 
a resolution easy and will limit unnecessary distractions.

2. Remember the essential formatting.
Most of the time, resolutions arrive at the deadline Chairs give (e.g. 
70% of resolutions arrive at the 11AM deadline, with only one hour to 
format the resolutions). If  you are rushing to meet a deadline, take care 
to format these essential components correctly:

The header (FORUM:, QUESTION OF:, SUBMITTED BY:, and 
committee name e.g. THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY) should be cor-
rect. This is the first thing everyone reading a resolution sees, so it needs 
to be done correctly in order for the format to be clear. Be mindful that 
the topic and submitter’s delegation are done correctly. Remember that 
there are no co-submitters on the header.

Appropriate Preambulatory and Operative Clause terms must be in-
cluded. Make sure that there are no amendments to “strike” a clause 
just because one of the terms are meant for the Advisory Panel/Se-
curity Council only. Do not repeat the terms without using additional 
words such as “further” or “strongly.”
Only one period should be in the whole entire resolution. This is the 
first rule of resolution writing that MUN delegates learn, so periods 

scattered around the resolution can be very distracting.

Numbering is the messiest part of formatting, especially with the claus-
es, sub-clauses, and sub-sub clauses. More specific formatting will be 
explained later, but if  you do the numbering in a rush, the key is to be 
consistent in the way that you align numerals on the page.

Content is important: make sure there are no vulgar words, inappro-
priate acronyms, or solutions that might be offensive to other nations or 
conference participants.
F
ont is important as well – Times New Roman size 10 with 1.0 spacing 
is standard. Make sure that Preambulatory Clause terms are italicized 
and Operative Clause terms are underlined.

3. Be sure to add the finer, more detailed formatting.
The other aspect of formatting includes the finer details, such as (but 
not limited to):
Semi-colons separating operative clauses

Colons separating Operative Clauses and Sub-clauses/Sub-sub-claus-
es

Writing phrases out before adding an acronym (e.g. United Nations 
would be listed in its full form prior to using UN as an acronym).

The lack of a comma after each sub-clause (new formatting rules)

First letters of sub-clauses and sub-sub clauses not capitalized

Operative Clause numbers align with Preambulatory Clauses

Hanging and indents

4. Remember the hangings and indents.

If  you are well versed with Microsoft Word, we can number clauses, 
sub-clauses, and sub-sub-clauses using indents and hanging.
Clauses: 0 indentation, 0.63 hanging
Sub-Clauses: 1.37cm indentation to the left, 0.63 hanging
Sub-Sub Clauses: 2.54cm indentation to the left, 0.63 hanging

With all of these tips, you should be able to quickly format a resolution 
into good shape. Keep in mind that thorough formatting impresses 
your fellow delegates and dais, and it will set a precedent for your future 
writing!

THIMUN Model UN Resolution Formatting: Quick Overview
By Peak Sen Chua
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By Nabila Elassar
     Trepidation filled the hall as its entrants slowly filled it. With the sound of three clear strikes of the Chair’s gavel and the words, “Hon-
orable delegates, please come to order”, the first-ever international committee to be held in Modern Standard Arabic at THIMUN Qatar 
2015 officially began its history-making conference.

     At first sight, the delegates sitting behind the 
Arabic placards appeared anticipatory, slightly 
nervous, and seemingly unprepared. Upon the 
announcement of the topics under discussion, 
the first delegate slowly walked up to the podi-
um to present his opening speech. And it was 
at that point that every expectation and every 
prior assumption was shattered. 
The first delegate began addressing the com-
mittee in official standard Arabic while seam-
lessly and animatedly presenting his delega-
tion’s stance on the critical issues at hand. As 
the other delegates followed, one after the 
other, the entire energy in the room suddenly 
changed tone. Animation and liveliness built 
up with every new completed speech and every 
rebuttal. Trepidation was replaced with conta-
gious empowerment, and it was soon made 

clear that this was going to be a conference to remember.
The topics on the agenda for the Arabic Regional Committee on The Middle East and North Africa were Methods of Promoting and 
Preserving Arabic Language, The Question of Syria, and The Role of Religious Organizations in the Political Process. Those topics are 
undoubtedly thought-provoking to research and analyze from an Arab delegation’s point of view. However, the added challenge of re-
searching and debating them in Arabic language made the committee a framework where going the extra mile was an expected necessity, 
not just an added value. 
     Upon listening to these delegates’ speeches, aside from the difference of Modern Standard Arabic language being used, a few things 
could be observed. First, these delegates were not speaking in a highly familiar language: they were pushing through the sentences and 
exerting energy to formulate new words when developing impromptu rebuttals or question responses. Second, the points made and 
complex conclusions reached in the speeches clearly show that these delegates had done their homework and came prepared. But what 
was further noticed was that with every new speech, each delegate was getting better, showing clear and remarkable improvement in their 
Arabic language public speaking and ease of speech formulation. The final observation, which dawned after spending time in the room, 
was that the unique setting and circumstances in which they had gathered created an equally unique spirit and environment that only 
crowned the best MUN experiences. It was an unspoken camaraderie and silent acknowledgement of sharing an uphill climb that could 
only be appreciated by its participants. During lobbying, delegates were actually helping each other, and during breaks, they were still 
discussing the issues in their own language. 
     When investigating the extra challenges these exceptional delegates had encountered to successfully participate in this committee, their 
shared compassion became understandable. Even as Arab students, official Standard Arabic is not a language most are easily proficient 
at. At best, it is a second language that comes after one’s native dialect, or, in most cases, it is a third or fourth language that comes after 
English or other foreign languages. The delegates of Arabic MUN, had undergone a process that started with researching the topics in 
Arabic and included analyzing, debating, and openly resolving them, all in a language that was not their native tongue. 
However, surely enough, despite any added efforts that accompanied Arabic MUN, the THIMUN Arabic committee delegates prepared 
and debated five detailed and solution-targeted resolutions, four of which successfully passed, after three days of intense debates on dif-
fering delegations’ views on the topics. On the third day, one of the delegates said, “By now, I feel like I could do English MUN with my 
eyes closed.”
     With the last vote on the final resolution set forth by the committee, the first international Arabic committee came to an end. The del-
egates stepped forth one by one to receive their certificates from the chairs, and with a final clap and thank you, the 2015 conference was 
over. Yet, for the international Arabic program, much is yet to be discovered, and a big journey still lies ahead. 
On that note, I will say this. Out of all of my convictions, I believe in nothing more than the power of MUN to develop one’s talent and 
change a person’s life. My MUN journey is one that I am truly proud of. But the truth is that after working with the Arabic Program, I 
found that this experience created a new meaning to the concept of inspiration from MUN.
     The THIMUN 2015 Arabic conference was like witnessing wonder. In it, I saw no ordinary forum and realized that participants were 
no ordinary delegates. They were delegates who chose to take a leap of faith, travel from within and outside the country to a committee 
that had never existed before, and do MUN in a language in which they were not confident, simply because they were seeking an expe-
rience they knew had no match anywhere else. I will never forget the delegates who got up and spoke after much fear and shyness, those 
who improved massively with every new speech, and those who started as good and became great.
These delegates have the courage to do what I could not do at their age: to stand up against the prevailing social norm that exists every-
where around them and at most international schools in the Arab world, which is actually publicly and confidently using Arabic Lan-
guage. Their words are why I continue to believe in MUN. This is what some of them had to say:

Salma Khaled: “On the first day, I was scared I would fall over then someone would ask me something I wouldn't understand. But when 
I saw the other delegates were so passionate, I no longer cared about how strong my language was - I just wanted to debate! THIMUN 
Arabic changed my mindset in such a positive way. It allowed me to discuss local issues in my mother tongue and was such a rewarding, 
interesting experience that I am proud to have participated in.”

The Diplomatic Lens
The THIMUN 2015 Arabic Commitee: From Vision to Success

Continued on Page 10
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Continued from Page 9 perience that I am proud to have participated in.”

Mohammed Omer: “The idea of a new Arabic committee seemed like a challenge to me at first. But after trying it, I found Arabic MUN 
is all about hard work and not giving up when you do not find the information you need. I am proud to have been in the first THIMUN 
Arabic committee. Now, as I sit down and reflect, I know this is a memory that will forever exist in my mind, heart, and soul.”

Mariam El-Sheikh: “When I first joined MUN, I was aiming to gain a qualification that all colleges appreciated, but as I learned more 
about the Arabic program, I simply fell in love with it. MUN isn’t just a reference to put on your application form; it is a style of living that 
you adapt. MUN taught me how to look at the world in a different perspective, to zoom in on the facts and deeply analyze them before 
forming an opinion or discussing it. With the THIMUN Arabic conference, I gained more confidence than I had in my entire life and 
learned to form strong Arabic speeches on the spot to help me make a point against the speaking delegate. Finally, I learned that unless 
you voice your opinion, you will never truly make a change. I am grateful for this experience and can’t wait for next year!”

Abdulrahman Khalil: “I was at first a little scared of joining an Arabic MUN conference, as it was different from my previous MUN expe-
riences. But, as I knew I would be setting the road for other students in the Middle East and all over the world, I applied. I was surprised 
at how good the other delegates were at debating in Arabic and at discussing the issues, and this helped me learn more. I got to know 
students from different Arab countries and can honestly say that this was one of the best MUN experiences I ever had.”

Moath Khalil: “To me, Arabic MUN was more than just a three-day conference. I believe this was an experience that changes you as a 
person. It is a form of empowerment that enables confidence building and skill development, be it public speaking, analysis, or debating 
skills. Though I had heard about many initiatives to support the promotion of Arabic language, I believe this one, which allows students 
to become leaders in their schools and make a real change, is what we need for societal development today. This experience was amazing 
in every sense of the word and one that no-one should ever miss.”

The future of the Arabic program is one that will depend primarily and solely on the support it receives from those who believe in the 
value of its mission, be it student officers, delegates, program supporters, school boards, or the media.
The THIMUN Arabic MUN Program participants are young leaders who truly possess the capability of changing the future by influenc-
ing others and taking active steps in leading a positive social change through MUN, the most powerful youth leadership development 
platform out there. Can you do the same?

THIMUN Qatar is pleased to announce its leadership positions for 2015-
2016:

THIMUN Qatar Conference
Secretary-General: Adeeba Ahmad, Qatar Academy
Deputy Secretary-General: Thushan Puhalendran, Doha College
Deputy Secretary-General: Ola Al Tai, Qatar International School
Deputy Secretary-General: Sana Zehra, DPS Modern Indian School
Deputy Secretary-General: Salah Mahmoud, Qatar Academy
President of the General Assembly: Christopher Nasrawi, Park House
Deputy President GA: Dana Al Shamlan, Qatar Academy
Deputy President GA: Jassim Abel, American School of Doha
Head of Press: Hannah Akhtar, Qatar Academy
Head of Admin: Mahum Mujeeb,  Qatar Academy
Head of IT: Pending

Qatar Leadership Conference
Secretary-General: Razan El Kalhout, Qatar Academy
Deputy: Nadia Bahemia, Doha College
Deputy: Aaser Sadek, Qatar Academy

Deputy: Lama Ahmed, American School of Doha
Deputy: Vaidehi Viswanath, Qatar Academy
Deputy: Jacob Bulbul, American School of Doha
Head of Admin: Reem Addam, Qatar Academy
 
The THIMUN Qatar office is located at Qatar Academy. The QAMUN 
club, close to 150 students strong, is an integral part of the THIMUN Qatar 
support network, and as such, are mentioned below.
QAMUN President: AbdulRahman Al-Mana
Deputy President: Tartelle Altigani
Deputy President: Aaser Sadek
Deputy President: Reem Al-Khori
Outreach Coordinator: 
Nour Ahmed
Public Affairs Coordina-
tor: Diya Gokulakrishnan
Deputy Public Affairs Co-
ordinator: Soyeon Ju
Head of JrMUN: Ahmed 
Al-Hajari
Head of Arabic MUN: 
Dana Al Shamlam
QA Action Co-Presidents:  
Dania Nasir and Sarah Al 
Ani
Congratulations to all our 
student leaders for epito-
mizing the best in THI-
MUN’s student-centered 
philosophy of active, stu-
dent leadership.

‘Empowering today’s 
youth….shaping tomor-
row’s leaders’

Leadership Posts Announced for TQ 2016
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